Annual General Meeting
18th November 2016

Disclaimer
This presentation contains forward -looking statements that are subject to risk factors associated with oil, gas and
related businesses. It is believed that the expectations reflected in these statements are reasonable but they may be
affected by a variety of variables and changes in underlying assumptions which could cause actual results or trends to
differ materially, including, but not limited to: price fluctuations, actual demand, currency fluctuations, drilling and
production results, reserve estimates, loss of market, industry competition, environmental risks, physical risks,
legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments, economic and financial market conditions in various countries and
regions, political risks, project delays or advancements, approvals and cost estimates.
All references to dollars, cents or $ in this presentation are to United States currency, unless otherwise stated.
References to “Swala” are references to Swala Oil & Gas (Tanzania) plc or its applicable subsidiaries. Unless
otherwise noted, all references to reserves and resources figures are as at 30 September 2016 and represent Swala’s
share.
Any geological, reserves and resources information in this presentation is based on, and fairly represents, information
and supporting documentation prepared by, or under the supervision of, Mr. Neil Taylor. Mr. Taylor is an employee of
Swala Oil & Gas (Tanzania) plc and has over 30 years of experience in the oil and gas business with internationally
renowned E&P companies including British Petroleum (1981-1992) and Woodside Energy (1992-2007). Any
geological, reserves and resources information in this presentation has been issued with the prior written consent of
Mr. Taylor in the form and context in which it appears.
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Oil Prices 1995-2016

Source: BP Statistical Review 2015; OPEC 2016 data.
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2015-2016: Over-Supply to Under-Demand
Initial over-supply …

Source: OPEC (opec.org).
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… but weak global demand now guides
low consumption.

Price Rise Expectations, Projects Remain Viable

Tanzania

Burundi
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Pangani Licence (Swala 25%)
Swala is licence operator with 25% equity

Technical studies through 2012-2015 indicated that the licence probably had no commercially
viable potential.
Requested to surrender the licence.

Currently reviewed by TPDC.
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The Otto Action on Pangani in Australia
•

June 2014 agreement to jointly farm down Pangani.

•

Swala managed the farm-down process: Otto still owes us $160,000 from that process.

•

TPL wanted to farm-in to both licences. Swala saw a risk that a joint farm down would add additional complexity. Swala and Otto
agreed that TPL would farm into Swala’s 25% (which it did). There were discussions regarding Otto then farming down 12.5% to Swala

•

Initial discussions around a draft farm-in agreement but Otto did not pursue it.

•

On the 16th February 2016 Otto and TPL requested a delay to the Kilosa-Kilombero 2016 drilling programme until 2017. We opposed
the delay to the commitment well on technical and financial grounds and TPDC also declined to allow the request.

•

On the 22nd February 2016 Otto’s lawyers contacted the Chairman of Swala Energy Limited (Australia) (“SWE”) demanding payment for
the (incomplete) Pangani farm-down – coincidence that this was done 6 days after not getting their own way on Kilosa-Kilombero?.
We discussed possible mechanisms to progress the farm-in, but Otto presented obstacles. Otto’s argument evolved into one that
claimed that

•

–

The directors of SWE had controlled the actions of the board of Swala (how do two directors control the other four
‘independent’ directors?);

–

Those SWE directors had removed ‘Otto’s money’ from Swala and sent it to SWE (actually, we sent $2.51 million and retained
$3.2 million in Swala); and

–

Therefore (so the argument) the SWE directors should, through their insurance, reimburse Otto for a transaction that Otto has
chosen not to complete – it has had 14 months to transact.

Matter now being progressed in the Australian courts.
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Kilosa-Kilombero Overview (Swala 25%)
Swala is licence operator with 25% equity

Kilosa-Kilombero Location Map

Late 2013 identified the Kito Prospect
Late 2014 further work on Kito plus identified a number of
other leads and prospects.

Late 2015, farmed down to Tata Petrodyne Limited (“TPL”)
for $5.7 million in past costs and a carry through the first
exploration well (capped at $2.5 million).
If the first well is successful, TPL will pay a further $1
million towards Swala’s costs for a second exploration well.

Kilombero basin
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Sizeable Prospect with Six Additional Leads
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Similarities with the Lokichar Basin (Kenya)

The KK leads and prospects based on 2013 and 2014 seismic acquisition (left) contrasted with structures in Lokichar (right).
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Permitting Delays Have Pushed Drilling to 2017

Applied for permits from November 2015.
By July 2016, on the limit of the technical timetable, the permits
were awarded with conditions.
- location of the camp;
- conservation plan for puku.
Now being completed with TAWA.
Swala has applied for a licence extension to allow drilling in 2017.
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Drilling Planning Significantly Advanced

Latest feasibility study shows the majority of
roads and bridges are suitable to move a rig.
Two bridges likely to be bypassed and one river
crossing near the site will be improved.

A road survey planned ahead of drilling to ensure
all hazards and obstacles are identified.
Delay may reduce costs by $800,000 as new
bridge available.
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Main Risk is the Joint Venture
•

February 2016 – Otto and Tata requested a delay to the 2016 drilling programme until 2017. We opposed the
delay of this commitment well on technical and financial grounds and TPDC also declined to allow the request.

•

Since June 2016 – Otto and Tata have withheld payments due to the Joint Venture, undermining the 2016
drilling programme. General approach is destructive:
–

Currently owe us in excess of $700,000 through to the end of October 2016;

–

Both in default - Otto for $2.0 million.

–

We consider their recent behaviour to be in bad faith: so much for Tata Sons’ Code of Conduct!

•

There remains a risk to the Joint Venture due to the lack of commitment shown by Otto and Tata to its success;

•

Swala undertaking a number of steps to resolve matters, including
–

Fund-raising to ensure we can progress the work alone in 2017 if need be;

–

Discussions with other industry partners to bring the required Joint Venture stability.

•

As a result of this partner risk, there is a question as to whether TPDC will extend the licence to all, some or
none of the current participants.

•

Swala continues aligned with TPDC and to work closely with TPDC on this and other matters.
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Why Burundi?
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•

Lake Tanganyika is the largest and
deepest of the African rift lakes.

•

It lies on the same trend as the Lake
Albert discoveries along the western
branch of the East African Rift
System.

•

Four licences – ‘A’ is the
northernmost (onshore) tip of the
lake. The other three licences
predominantly cover Lake
Tanganyika.

•

Lake Tanganyika is prospective: oil
slicks, tar balls and seeps reported
along its length.

•

Development of oil pipeline from
Uganda to Tanga means Burundi
licences now have a near export
route.

Cape Kalamba Oil Slick - Active Oil Province

Confident slicks
Possible
slicks
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Block D – Updip from DRC Kitchen
During arid climates and times of
low lake stands there would be
shore and near-shore facies
deposition.
Higher stand lake conditions may
produce turbidity channels and
fans which form likely reservoirs
and can be observed on the
PROBE seismic data.
Oscillating lake levels due to
climatic changes are likely to lead
to alternating sand/shale
lithologies depositing.
Oil likely to be generated at
shallow depths because of the
high geothermal temperature
gradient.
Sparse data and large spacing between lines make it hard to correlate faults and structures. This current dataset is inadequate for
seismic mapping and prospect generation.
Analogues suggest fault block traps would be small. Closures can be larger if there is an element of transpression or inversion (e.g.
Lake Albert hanging wall closures)
Further geophysical work is necessary.
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Comparative Economics–Burundi and Tanzania
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Comparative Economics–International Growth
East Africa – impact of fiscal terms on contractor share

Africa – impact of fiscal terms on contractor share

Average contractor take for model 100mmbo field (high and low cases).

Average contractor take for model 100mmbo field ($75/bbl case).

Data from 2014, but differentials remain – good in 2014 is good in 2016
Fiscal terms are one consideration – political risk, infrastructure, access to market, rule of law, etc…
Look internationally to balance fiscal risks and expose investors to higher-value opportunities
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The Exotix Transaction
Exotix commissioned to raise up to $120 million to finance the acquisition of an African producing
asset.
- London primarily;
- Emerging market bonds generating interest in the search for yield.
- One Tanzanian bank likely to participate as local partner in the raise.

Bonds to be placed and listed internationally and (with)in Tanzania.
- DSE drive to develop a thriving bond market in Tanzania;
- Dual currency placement or two separate placements?

We encourage Tanzanian institutions (banks, pension funds…) to participate.
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Timing of the Exotix Process

Management
presentations

Close.

2017

2016
October

Select Legal Counsel

November

December

Soft deal launch

January

February

March

April

May

June

Government consents,
partner pre-emption,
etc…?
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Due diligence
completed.

Funds in escrow
or committed.
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Funds released
and deployed.
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Shareholder Problems are not SOGTP’s
SOGTL transferred $3.3 million to SWE during 2015 –
who was supporting whom?

Swala Energy Limited
Australian Securities Exchange
“SWE”

Swala Oil & Gas (Tanzania) plc
Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange
Independently listed
SWE is a shareholder – no more

55.2%

100%

Swala Kenya – asset
operator too
expensive, too much
financial risk in a
fragile market.
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Pangani Licence

Block D

Exotix

KilosaKilombero
Licence

The SWE Administration Process
-

Administrator appointed to SWE on the 24th June 2016.

-

From 24th June to 18th October the SWE administrator reviewed creditors claims, etc

-

On 18th October the SWE administrator proposed a Deed of Company Administration (which was approved): the
shell (the listing) will be sold and the assets will be transferred to a trust under the management of the SWE
administrator;

-

Next step is an Extraordinary General Meeting of SWE shareholders to vote on a set of resolutions enabling the
DOCA (in mid December?).

-

Shareholders in SWE would get 1 share in the shell for every 120 SWE shares owned (99.2% dilution), plus would
share in any assets remaining after the SWE administrator satisfies all preceding claims.

-

Not a process that affects Swala Tanzania or its shareholders.
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But - administration poses corporate risks
SWE owns 58.5 million shares in Swala Tanzania (55.2% of issued share capital).
The administrator’s remit is to pay itself and the creditors – needs an estimated $1 million to do so.
The risk is that it therefore sells the 58.5 million shares for no more than it needs to fulfill that remit.

With 55.2% of the shares, an acquirer could then launch a take-over bid for the other shares on the same terms.
This would value the Company at $2 million – at a time when we are progressing a $120 million transaction. Why
would an acquirer not be interested?
The Board has taken a number of steps to safeguard Swala and shareholder value by adopting:
•

Staggered board already in place – makes Board control difficult;

•

“Golden parachutes” – makes acquisition more expensive; and

•

Shareholder Value Protection Plan– dilutes hostile bidders and increases shareholder value.
•

Details to be sent to all shareholders following the AGM.

NOTE that we do not know of any interest in the shares held by SWE but the Board is acting cautiously and with
regard to its obligations to shareholders and company.
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Conclusions
1. Oil price has been low for several years and has affected activity. General consensus is that we shall
start to see oil price rises in and from 2017.
2. We are surrendering Pangani because of the lack of commercial potential. Pangani is also the matter
of a legal action against a number of defendants (including us) in Australia.
3. We advanced the drilling of Kito in 2016 although, because of delays in the permitting process, it is
now scheduled for 2017. We have applied for an extension to drill and can re-use a lot of the work
done and equipment secured in 2016, reducing costs and transition times. The situation within the
Kilosa-Kilombero Joint Venture risks the licence but Swala is working on approaches to reduce its
exposure.
4. We have started to grow internationally securing a licence in Burundi. The political situation there
will improve and we believe that the licence has potential – particularly with the nearby oil
infrastructure developments.

5. We are in the process of raising funds to acquire an interest in a producing asset. Exotix is managing
the process and we encourage Tanzanian institutions to participate.
6. SWE’s administration –as a shareholder - is a matter separate to us but it presents us with corporate
risks. The board has taken steps to minimise those risks and safeguard shareholder value.
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

Swala Oil & Gas (Tanzania) plc
David Mestres Ridge (CEO)
david.mestres@swalaoilandgas.com
www.swala-energy.co.tz
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